
ON SUMMABILITY OF DOUBLE SERIES*

BY
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1. Introduction. Although the theory of summability of simple series has

been brought to a rather high degree of development, it is fair to say that the

extension of this theory to multiple series is still in its infancy. In the present

paper we view the question of summability from the standpoint of transfor-

mation of sequences and establish for double sequences a considerable num-

ber of analogues of well known theorems in the elementary theory of summa-

bility. We hope to return later to the problem of generalizing some of the

more advanced developments of the theory, such as, for example, those due

toHausdorff.f

The Pringsheim definition of convergence of double series will be used,

since it alone among the definitions commonly employed permits a series to

converge conditionally. Under this definition a series ¿Zîj=1 »<»■ is convergent

if and only if the sequence of partial sums,

m.n

Smn / .   Wij,

<— l.j-l

converges; i.e., if the limit of smn exists as m and » become infinite simultane-

ously but independently. This manner of indefinite increase is to be understood

whenever the symbol

lim
m,n~♦ »

appears hereafter.

Let {xmn} be a double sequence and

(m, », k, I « 1, 2, 3, • • • )

a four-dimensional matrix of numbers, real or complex, with

amnki = 0        tor k > m or I > n or both.

Then the transformation

* The chief results of this paper, in essentially the form given here, were presented to the Society,

September 8, 1931, under the title Transformations of double sequences, with application to Cesdro

summability of double series. The paper was received by the editors November 9, 1931.

t Hausdorff, Summationsmethoden und Momentfolgen, I, II, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol.9

(1921), pp. 74-109, 280-299.
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ymn  —      2-(   amnklXkl,

k-X,l-X

which we denote by A, defines a new double sequence {ymn}. Clearly A is the

analogue of the transformation of simple sequences defined by a triangular

matrix.

In order that it may be useful as a method of summability it is natural to

require a transformation A to be regular for some class of sequences, in the

sense that it carry every convergent sequence {xm„} of that class into a se-

quence {ym„} convergent to the same limit. Necessary and sufficient condi-

tions that A be regular for the class of all double sequences have been found

by Kojima.* One might well expect that the class of transformations thus

regular would be extremely restricted, since a double series can behave so

very badly and yet converge. Such turns out to be precisely the case ,even the

arithmetic mean transformation M, defined by

am„ki = l/(mn),

being excluded from this class of transformations. It is desirable, therefore,

to enlarge the class of transformations admitted to consideration, even at

the expense of limiting the class of sequences for which the transformations

are regular. Thus at the outset the theory of transformations of double se-

quences is markedly dissimilar from that of simple sequence transformations.

It has long since been observed that to a considerable extent convergence

plus boundedness plays for double sequences a rôle analogous to that of con-

vergence for simple sequences. There is little doubt, therefore, that the class

of bounded convergent sequences is the most important sub-class of all con-

vergent double sequences. Hence it is natural to concern oneself especially

with the class of transformations A which are regular for the class of bounded

sequences. Necessary and sufficient conditions that A be so regular have been

found by Robison.f We have recently shownX that a transformation A, regu-

lar for bounded sequences, is in general regular for a much larger class of se-

quences.

A transformation A will be said to be the "product" of two transforma-

tions of simple sequences, A' and A", defined respectively by matrices

11 a m * 11 and 11 aM \ \, when we have

* Kojima, On the theory of double sequences, Tôhoku Mathematical Journal, vol. 21 (1922),

pp. 3-14.
t Robison, Divergent double sequences and series, Dissertation (Cornell), 1919; these Transactions,

vol. 28 (1926), pp. 50-73.
% Adams, Transformations of double sequences, with application to Cesàro summability of double

series, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 37 (1931), pp. 741-748. This paper, which

will be referred to hereafter as I, contains references to the literature of the subject.
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amnki = amkani        (m, n, k, I = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).

We then write

A = A' O A"

to distinguish this type of product from the ordinary product A' A", which

indicates the result of performing A" upon a simple sequence and then A'

upon its transform. For the ordinary product of two double sequence trans-

formations we shall use the notation BA. In general throughout this paper

unprimed capital letters will stand for transformations of double sequences,

while primed capitals will be used for simple sequence transformations.

Double sequence transformations of the product type are of special inter-

est and importance because they include the arithmetic mean transforma-

tion M and, so far as we are aware, all generalizations yet made for double

sequences of the simple sequence transformations which are defined by tri-

angular matrices and bear the names of Cesàro, Holder, etc. Here we con-

sider mainly transformations of the product type. Concerning them we have

established in I the following theorem.

Theorem 1A. Let A' and A" be any two regular transformations of simple

sequences; then the transformation A = A'O A'-' is regular for the class of double

sequences of which each row is transformable by A", and each column by A',

into a bounded sequence.

Almost simultaneously with I there appeared a paper by Lösch* in which

a somewhat better result was independently obtained. His theorem may be

stated in the following form.t

Theorem IL. Let A' and A" be any two regular transformations of simple

sequences; then the transformation A —A'QA" is regular for the class of double

sequences which are bounded A.%

Many of the subsequent theorems in the present paper are based upon

Theorem IL; we can thus give them a more general and simpler form than

would have been possible had they been made to depend upon Theorem 1A,

as was our original intention.

Each of the Theorems 1A and IL is valid when the factor transforma-

* Lösch, Über den Permanenzsatz gewisser Limitierungsverfahrenfür Doppelfolgen, Mathematische

Zeitschrift, vol. 34 (1931), pp. 281-290.

t It may be remarked that if the factor transformations A ' and A " are defined by matrices con-

taining no zeros in their main diagonals, Theorems 1A and IL give identical results.

t A sequence \xmn\ will be said to be bounded A if its transform, A {x,ml}, is bounded.
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tions, A ' and A ", are defined by square rather than triangular matrices, pro-

vided certain further restrictions are made upon the class of sequences {xmn}

involved. In particular it is first necessary to restrict this class to sequences

for which every double series

00

¿2amk-a'ñiXki (m, n = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • )
k,l=X

converges, in order that the sequence {ymn} may be completely defined ; sec-

ondly, in order to apply the methods of proof already used in establishing

the two theorems, it is necessary to assume that each of these double series

has convergent rows and columns. Of course these conditions are satisfied by

any bounded sequence, and they do not constitute real restrictions when A '

and A" axe defined by row-finite, but not triangular, matrices. In the follow-

ing pages it is to be understood that the simple sequence transformations in-

volved are defined by triangular matrices; the results are always valid, how-

ever, for the case of row-finite matrices, and in general can be extended to

the case of matrices which are not row-finite, unless the contrary is specified.

In §2 we consider a more general form of Theorem IL and the question

of whether the sufficient conditions for regularity therein contained are also

necessary. In §3 is established an analogous theorem for convergence-preserv-

ing transformations. §4 is devoted to transformations defined by matrices

of finite "rank" greater than unity. In §5 we consider the questions of in-

clusiveness and equivalence of two transformations. In §6 the adjunction or

omission of a row or column is discussed. In §7 we establish certain sufficient

conditions for mutual consistency of two transformations. §8 is devoted to

the transformations defined by a particular kind of matrix of infinite "rank."

2. An extension of Theorem IL ; necessity of the conditions. First we state

two lemmas concerning a pair of simple sequences, {am} and {bn}, of real

or complex numbers. The proofs can readily be supplied by the reader.

Lemma 1. In order that we have

lim  ambn = 1^0,
m,n—*«>

it is necessary and sufficient that lim™..,,, am and limn,M bn both exist and their

product equal L.

Lemma 2. In order that we have

lim ambn = 0,
m,n—»w

i is necessary that one of the sequences {am}, {bn} converge to zero.
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Now an examination of the proof of Theorem IL as given by Lösch dis-

closes the fact that only the following hypotheses are actually used:

(1) lim amk = 0    (k = 1, 2, 3, • • • ); lim a", = 0        (/ - 1, 2, 3, • • - );

m n

(2) ^Z\a'mk\ < K,   JZ I a»'i I < K        (K = constant; m, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) ;
*-i ¡=i

and
m ,n

Hm ¿Z      O-mkOnl   =   1.
m,n->«    i=»l,¡^l

By Lemma 1, this last condition is equivalent to the set of conditions

m n

(3) lim     ¿Zamk = Lx,    lim     ^a„; = L2,
m->»      fc—1 h->»       ¡=i

(4) £r£2=l.

It is well known that the combination of conditions (1), (2), and (3) is neces-

sary and sufficient that the transformations A' and A" be convergence-pre-

serving and regular for null sequences.* Thus we obtain the following theorem

which includes Theorem IL.

Theorem 2. Let A ' and A" be any two transformations of simple sequences,

each convergence-preserving and regular for null sequences, and let them satisfy

the condition (4) ; then the transformation A =A' Q A" is regular for the class of

double sequences which are bounded A.

That the sufficient conditions for regularity given here are also, in a cer-

tain sense, necessary, we shall now see.

Theorem 3. Let A =A'QA" be any transformation of the product type,

regular for a class of double sequences which includes all bounded sequences; then

each factor transformation is convergence-preserving and regular for null se-

quences, and together they satisfy condition (4).

Since the transformation A is regular for all bounded sequences the follow-

ing conditions must be fulfilled:!

* Each of the matrices ||á»i*|| and ||o"¡]| is then a "pure C-matrix" in the language of Haus-

dorff, loc. cit., p. 75.

t See Robison, loc. cit., p. 53.
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(5) lim   amnki = 0 (k, I = 1, 2, 3, • • • ),
m,n—*<*>

(6) lim 53    a»nH = 1,

m

(7) lim       £     |am.ti|=0 (*- 1,2, 3, •••),
».«-♦« A:=l

n

(8) lim       X)     I«—«1=0 (k - 1, 2,3, • • •),
m,n—»00 j=i

m ,n

(9) 2     I ffmnw I < 2v      (K = constant; m, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).
ib—1,1—1

From (6) it follows by Lemma 1 that the factor transformations satisfy the

conditions (3) and (4). By (9) we have

m n

¿2 I a'mk I ■ ¿2 I a'n'i I < K       (m, n = 1,2,3, ■■ ■).
k=X (-1

Neither sum can vanish for all values of m or n without violating (3), (4) ;

hence each sum is bounded, and conditions (2) are satisfied. From (7) we have

m

lim   I a'n'i [ ■  ¿2 I a'mk \ = 0 (/ = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).
m,rt—*« k=x

The second factor does not tend to zero with l/m; therefore, by Lemma 2,

A" fulfills the second of conditions (1); that A' fulfills the first of (1) follows

in a similar manner from (8).

3. Convergence-preserving transformations of double sequences. Neces-

sary and sufficient conditions that the transformations A' and A" be con-

vergence-preserving are expressed by (2), (3), and*

(I')    lim a'mk = a'k    (k = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • ) ;     lim a'ñi = a'¡       (l = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).
m—*m n—*»

Let the transformation defined by the matrix whose general element is

amnki = (amk — ak)(ani — at)

be denoted by A. From Theorem IL is now easily obtained

Theorem 4. Let A' and A" be any two convergence-preserving transforma-

tions of simple sequences. Then the transformation A=A'OA" is convergence-

* See, for example, Hausdorff, loc. cit., p. 75.
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preserving for the class of double sequences {xmn} which are bounded A and are

such that the series

00

(10) ¿Z(akan\ + at amk — aka¡ )(xk¡ — x),
i, 1-1

where x is the limit of {xmn}, converges. Moreover, the A-transform of a convergent

sequence satisfying these conditions converges to the limit

LxL2x + S,

where S denotes the sum of the series (10).

4. Transformations defined by matrices of finite rank greater than 1. Let

(11) A', A"; B', B"; ■ ■ • ; P', P"

be transformations defined respectively by matrices

||a»*||,||a»î||;     ||*m*||, ||i'»'i||; • • • ;

\\p'mk\\, \\pñt\\,

and let

A = A' O A", B = B' O B", ■ ■ ■ , P = P' O P".

Moreover, let

(12) |8m},   {ftmnj,  ■   ■  •   ,   \pmn]

be any set of double sequences. If the number of the transformations (11) is

2r, the matrix whose general element is

(13) 'nil  =   amnamkanl +  bmnbmlcbnl +   w   '   '  + pmnpmkpnl

will be said to be of rank r. Theorem 2 may now be extended as follows.

Theorem 5. Let each of the transformations (11) be convergence-preserving

and regular for null sequences, and in addition let each pair satisfy condition

(4). Then, if the sequences (12) converge with respective limits a, b, ■ ■ ■ , p, the

transformation T defined by (13) is convergence-preserving for the class of double

sequences which are simultaneously bounded A, bounded B, ■ ■ ■ , and bounded

P. A convergent double sequence of this class, with limit x, is carried into a se-

quence whose limit is (a+b+ ■ • ■ +p)x; hence the transformation T is regular

for the class of sequences described if and only if we have a+b+ ■ ■ ■ +p = l.
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5. Inclusiveness and equivalence. For most of our subsequent work the

following theorem is of primary importance.

Theorem 6. If we have*

A = A' Q-A" and B = B' Q B",
then we also have

B-A = (B'-A') O (B"-A").

The general element of the matrix defining the transformation B A is

m ,71 m n

Zu'   j."   '    " _    Vj,'     '   X^i"   "
DmkOniakrais   =      / .OmkOkr  / ßnlOls.

k=r ,l=s A=r 1=3

Of these two sums the first is the general element c'mr of the matrix defining

the product B'■ A', while the second is the general element c"a of the matrix

defining B" ■ A".

From this we obtain at once

Theorem 7. If A' and A " both have inverses, denoted respectively by 21' and

21", then A =A'QA" has an inverse 21 = 2I'02l".

If the identical transformation for simple sequences be denoted by I', and

that for double sequences by 2, we have

I = V Q I",
and hence

/1-2Í = (A'-W) O 04"-21") = /'©/' = /,

%-A = (21' ,4') O (21" A") = I' Q I' = I.

When every simple sequence evaluated by a transformation A' (i.e., for

which the A '-transform converges) is evaluated, and assigned the same value,

by a second transformation B', we say that B' includes A' and write

B' => A'.

The corresponding notion for double sequences we define in a similar way

and indicate by a like relation.

Theorem 8. Let A =A'OA" and B = B'OB" be any two transformations

of which the factor transformations, not necessarily regular, satisfy the conditions

B'oA' and B" d A" and A' and A" have inverses. Then we have Bz>A for

the class of double sequences which are bounded B.

* If A', B', A", and B" are defined by matrices which are not row-finite, we must add to the

hypotheses of this theorem; it is sufficient to assume, in addition, absolute convergence of the series

of elements in each row of the matrices defining respectively the four transformations. We may re-

mark, however, that this restriction does little to impair the usefulness of the theorem.
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Let the respective inverses be 31' and Si" and let \xmn\ be any sequence

for which B{xmn\ is bounded and A \xmn] converges, let us say to x. By

Theorems 6 and 7 we then have

B{xmn] = B{%-A{xmn}\

(14) = (B• Si) {A {xmn}}

= [(B'-W) 0(B"-W')]{A{xmn}}.

From the relations B'o A', B" z> A", it follows that the transformations

B' Si' and B"■%" are both regular; hence B{xmn] converges to x and the

theorem is proved.

As immediate consequences of this theorem we have several corollaries,

of which the following concerning Cesàro summability is typical.

Corollary.* If a double series is summable (C, r, s) (r,s> — 1) and bounded

(C, r', s') (r' ^r,s'^s), the series is summable (C, r', s') to the same sum.

When we have simultaneously B' o A' and A' d B' we say that A' and B'

are equivalent and express this fact by the relation

B'~A'.

A similar terminology and notation will be used for the analogous relation

between double sequence transformations.

From Theorem 8 we now obtain

Theorem 9. Let A=A'OA" and B = B'OB" be any two transformations

of which the factor transformations, not necessarily regular, satisfy the conditions

B'~A ' and B"~A " and all have inverses. Then we have B^A for the class of

double sequences which are bounded B (or bounded A).

That it is immaterial whether we say bounded B or bounded A is appar-

ent from the relation (14) and its analogue expressing A {xmn} in terms of

B {Xmn ], both of which are valid under the present hypotheses.

The following corollary is of interest :

Corollary. The Cesàro (C, r, s) and Holder (H, r, s) (r,s> — I) definitions

of summability are equivalent for the class of double series which are bounded

(C, r, s) (or bounded (77, r, s)).

We shall now state several theorems concerning inclusiveness and equiva-

lence which do not depend upon the existence of inverses of the transforma-

* This corollary obviously includes Theorems 3, 4, and 5 of I as well as Theorem 1' of Merriman,

Concerning the summability of double series of a certain type, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 28 (1927),

pp. 515-533.
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tions involved. First we have two analogues of well known theorems on simple

sequences.*

Theorem 10. Let A and B be any two transformations, not necessarily regu-

lar for any particular class of double sequences.f // there exists a transformation

C, regular for all double sequences and satisfying the condition B = CA,we have

Bo A for all double sequences.

Theorem 11. Let A and B be any two transformations, not necessarily regu-

lar for any particular class of double sequences.f // there exist two transforma-

tions C and D, each regular for all double sequences, and together satisfying the

conditions B = CA, A=DB, we have B~A for all double sequences.

Neither of these theorems is of any considerable interest, since the class

of transformations regular for all double sequences is so restricted. The two

following theorems, while more general than Theorems 8 and 9, still possess

some degree of usefulness.

Theorem 12. Let A=A'OA" and B = B ' O B " be any two transformations

whose factors are not necessarily regular. If there exist regular transformations

C and C" satisfying the conditions B' = C A', B" =C" A", we have B d A

for the class of double sequences which are bounded B.

Theorem 13. Let A =A'QA" and B = B'OB" be any two transformations

whose factors are not necessarily regular. If there exist regular transformations

C, C", D', and D" satisfying the conditions B' = C'A', B" = C"A",

A' — D' B', and A" =D" B", we have B^A for the class of double sequences

which are bounded B (or bounded A).

6. Omission or adjunction of a row or column. It is sufficient to consider

the omission or adjunction of a row, since the situation with respect to

columns is symmetrical. Let us set

m,n m,n

(15) ymn =      2-1   amnkixki,    ymn =   ¿^   amnkixk+x,i,
k=X,l=X k=X,l=X

and

m,n

(16) ymn  = 2-,      ffm+l.n.ifc+l.iS/i+l.i.
*-l,l_l

We seek to determine sufficient conditions that, when either {ym„} or {ymn}

* See Hurwitz, Report on topics in the theory of divergent series, Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society, vol. 28 (1922), p. 26.
t Other than the "class" of sequences all of whose elements are zero.
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converges, the other will converge to the same limit. If the transformation and

sequence involved satisfy the condition

n

(17) Hm ^ZdmnUXu   =   0,
m ,n—»»     i=i

we have

lim  ymn  =   lim  ym+i,n =   lim  ymn
m,n—* oo m ,n—*oo m ,»—*«>

whenever any one of these limits exists, and may therefore transfer our considera-

tions from the pair ym„, ym„ to the pair y'mn, ymn.

Let A denote the first of transformations (15) and Ax the transformation (16).

If A and .4i are equivalent for some class of sequences and if a sequence

(18) {xmn} (m,n = 1,2,3, ■■ ■)

of that class satisfies the condition (17), the sequences (18) and

(19) {xmn} (m = 2, 3, 4, • ■ ■ ; n = 1,2, 3, • • ■)

are assigned the same value whenever either is evaluated. Thus by Theorem

11 we have

Theorem 14. Let A be any transformation, not necessarily regular for any

particular class of double sequences, and let (18) be any sequence satisfying con-

dition (17). If there exist two transformations C and D, each regular for all

double sequences, and together satisfying the relations AX — CA,A=DAX, then

whenever either sequence (18) or (19) is evaluated by A, the other is assigned the

same value.

It may be remarked that when A is regular for the class of bounded se-

quences, any sequence (18) of the class described in Theorem 2 of I fulfills

condition (17). For transformations of the product type we have by Theorem

13 the following:

Theorem 15. Let A=A'OA"be any transformation, whose factors are not

necessarily regular, and let AX = AX O A". If there exist regular transformations

C and D' satisfying the conditions A{ =C'A', A' =D'■ A[, let (18) be any

sequence satisfying the'condition (17) and such that (19) is bounded A (or

bounded Ax). Then if either sequence (18) or (19) m evaluated by A, the other

is assigned the same value.

The following corollary, obtained by taking A as the Cesàro transforma-

tion (C, r, s), may be of interest. Denoting by (C, r)x the transformation whose
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matrix is obtained from the (C, r) matrix by suppressing the first row and

column, we may write

A = (C, r, s) = (C, r) Q (C, s),    Ax = (C, r), O (C, s)

and obtain, for C and D' of Theorem 15,

C = (C, r)x■ (C, r)~\    D' = (C, r) ■ [(C, r)x]-\

each of which is regular.* Hence we have the

Corollary. Omission or adjunction of a row is permissible in the case of

the Cesar o transformation (C, r, s) if the first row of (18) is bounded (C, s) and

(19) is bounded (C, r, s).

7. Permutability; mutual consistency. Two double sequence transforma-

tions A and B will be said to be permutable if and only if we have

B A = AB.

For the present all simple sequence transformations are understood to be de-

fined by triangular matrices, and all double sequence transformations by four-

dimensional matrices of analogous type.

Theorem 16. If we have

A = A' Q A" and B = B' O B"

and if A' and B', and also A" and B", are permutable, A and B are permutable.

By Theorem 6 we have

BA = (B'-A') © (B"-A") = (A'-B') Q (A" ■ B") = AB.

It is evident that the arithmetic mean transformation for double se-

quences, M, defined by the matrix

amnu = \/(mn),

satisfies the equation

M = M' © M',

where M' indicates the arithmetic mean transformation for simple sequences.

Thus we have

Corollary 1. 2/ A =A'QA" is any transformation of which each factor

is permutable with M', A is permutable with M.

* See Hurwitz, loc. cit., p. 32, and Carmichael, General aspects of the theory of summable series,

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 25 (1918), p. 118.
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Let T=AX+A2+ ■ ■ ■ +A„; then we clearly have AT = AAX+AA2

+ ■ ■ ■ +A -An and obtain immediately

Corollary 2. If A =A'QA" andAi = A[ QAÍ' (* = 1, 2, ••■,») areany
«+1 transformations of which each of the factor transformations A [ is permuta-

ble with A' and each of the A{' is permutable with A", A and T are permutable.

A third corollary, similar to this, can be stated for

^4i + ^2 + • • -~+An+ ■ ■ ■

whenever this symbol has a meaning.

Two double sequence transformations, A and B, will be said to be mutu-

ally consistent if, whenever each evaluates a double sequence, the values as-

signed to it are the same. We now turn to the problem of determining suffi-

cient conditions for the mutual consistency of two transformations.

It is natural to call any transformation of the form

/.mn^mn

a multiplication. In addition to such transformations we are concerned with

the Euler transformation for double sequences,

V   (   iw»      fr""1)1 («-1)1
*"" -   ,iti      l)      (m - k)l(k -!)!(«- 1)1(1 - 1)1*"'

which we denote by A. Evidently we have

A = A' O A',

where A' stands for the Euler transformation for simple sequences, and hence

A2 = A-A = (A'-A') O (A'-A') = V © 7' = 7.

We may now prove at once six lemmas corresponding precisely to Hur-

witz and Silverman's Lemmas 1-6*; these culminate in the last which is as

follows.

Lemma 3. Any two double sequence transformations of which each is permut-

able with M, are permutable with each other.

From this Lemma we obtain at once two theorems.

Theorem 17. ^4«y two double sequence transformations of which each is per-

mutable with M and regular for the class of bounded sequences, are mutually

consistent for this class of sequences.

* Hurwitz and Silverman, On the consistency and equivalence of certain definitions of summability,

these Transactions, vol. 18 (1917), pp. 1-20.
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The generality of this theorem can be extended somewhat by aid of

Theorem 2 of I; this comment applies also to Theorem 19 and to Theorem 23

and its corollary.

Theorem 18. Let A =A'OA" and B = B'OB" be any two transformations

of which each is permutable with M and all the factor transformations are regular;

moreover, let {xmn} be any sequence which is evaluated by both A and B and is

bounded BA (or bounded AB). Then the values assigned to this sequence by

A and B are the same.

Further consequences of the above-mentioned lemmas are the following

three theorems.

Theorem 19. If A and B are any two double sequence transformations of

which each is permutable with M and regular for the class of bounded sequences,

and if A evaluates a bounded sequence {xm„} to £ and B evaluates a bounded

sequence {ymn} to r¡, then A ■ B evaluates {xmn+ymn} to^+v-

Theorem 20. Let A =A'QA" and B = B'QB" be any two double sequence

transformations of which each is permutable with M and all the factor transforma-

tions are regular; moreover, let {xmn} be any sequence which is evaluated by A,

say to £, and is bounded BA (or bounded AB), and let {ymn ) be any second

sequence, evaluated by Btor¡ and bounded BA. Then A ■ B evaluates {xmn+ymn}

to £+17.

Theorem 21. A necessary and sufficient condition that A be permutable with

M is that there exist numbers fhi (h, i = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) such that we have

ïi?   .      . (m - l) !
a    ., =       V    (— \)h+i-k-i_i_'__

,    . *-tt¡ (m- *)!(*- *)!(* - 1)!
(20) _£-j)]_

■(»- i)\(i-1)1(1- 1)/""

More general sufficient conditions for mutual consistency are given by the

three following theorems, which are free from any restriction on the shape of

the matrices involved.*

Theorem 22. Any two double sequence Iransformations A and B are mutu-

ally consistent for a class of double sequences if there exists a third transformation

C such that we have Co A and C o Bfor this class of sequences.

Theorem 23. Any two transformations A and B are mutually consistent for

the class of bounded sequences if there exist transformations C and D, each regular

for this class of sequences and together satisfying the condition CA=DB.

* See Hurwitz, loc. cit., p. 28.
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Corollary. Any two transformations A and B which are permutable and

regular for the class of bounded sequences, are mutually consistent for this class

of sequences.

Theorem 24. Let A=A'QA" and B = B'OB" be any two permutable

transformations of which all the factor transformations are regular; moreover, let

{Xmn} be any sequence which is evaluated by both A and B and is bounded B ■ A

(or bounded AB). Then the values assigned to this sequence by A and B are the

same.

8. Transformations defined by certain matrices of infinite rank. The fol-

lowing analogues of Hurwitz and Silverman's Theorem 1 and its corollary*

are readily proved by a natural modification of their method.

Theorem 25. If f(z) =a0+axz+a2z2+ ■ ■ ■ is analytic within and on the

boundary of the circle of unit radius about the origin and if we have f (I) = 1, then

the symbol a J + axM+a2M2 + • ■ ■ defines a transformation A regular for the

class of bounded sequences.

Corollary. The general element amnki of the matrix corresponding to A

is expressed in terms offz) by a formula like (20) except for the replacement of

fhibyfl/(hi)).

From Theorem 2 of I it follows that the transformation A may be regular

for some unbounded sequences. It is clear, however, that if «o^O, the class

defined by conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 2 of I need not include any un-

bounded sequences. If a0 is zero, every sequence {xmn} which is bounded M

belongs to this class, as we shall now prove.

First of all, since the main diagonal elements of M' are all different from

zero, we infer that each row and column of {xmn} is bounded M'. Let the

general elements of Mr and (M')r be denoted respectively by

CO (r)
amnhi and amk;

then we have

p
amnki = Hm ¿Zaramnki.

P->«   r_!

Thus the transform of the lib column of {xmn} is, in the notation of Theorem

2 of I,

* See Hurwitz and Silverman, loc. cit.
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P

(21)

But we have

m      / P \

Um   —     Z2\    nm        ¿2ar-amnkljXkl
1=1    \-P->»      r=l /

P m

=     lim        X)ar ¿2amnklXkl
■f-»00       r-1 fc-1

P , m
,. V^ (r) V^    (r>

=    lim       ¿_,aranl ¿_,amk Xkl.
•P->»       r-1 Jfc-1

(r)

¿2amk-
k=l

<Bt (M- 1,2,3,...;,

where 23¡ is a suitable constant. Hence the sum in (21) is at most equal to

p

Bi¿2\ar\ • | a„i\,

and we have

(22) | Mm | < Bi lim X) I «r ffni
?-, 00 r-1

It still remains to show that this bound converges to zero with l/n. Since

5Zr-i |ar | converges and |o£? | gl, the limit in (22) exists uniformly with

respect to n; and, M' being regular,

lim    ¿2 | aT I • I ani |
M->» r=l

exists and equals zero for each P. Hence we have for this sum

lim  lim   =  lim  lim   = 0,
n—» »  P~* » P—► oo  n—> oo

which was to be proved. The corresponding condition on columns of {xn„}

may similarly be shown to hold. We formulate the result now established in

Theorem 26. If f(z) =axz+a2z2+ ■ ■ ■ is analytic within and on the boun-

dary of the circle of unit radius about the origin and if we have f (I) = 1, then the

symbol axM+a2M2+ ■ ■ ■ defines a transformation A regular for the class of

sequences which are bounded M.
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